
Starting  Point  for  Existing
Clubshop Members

Starting Point
The TNT FREE Global Market was launched in September 2023.

Initially, only the existing Partners that Clubshop had on
August 31, 2023, are part of this TNT Market.

In this TNT Market, they hold the same status as all other
Members.

All other existing Clubshop Members are not initially placed
in the TNT Market Place; instead, they are temporarily grouped
into their original sponsor’s Big Pool (You can learn more
about the Big Pool by clicking here).

Members Must Claim Their FREE TNT Position
If you’re a still a member It’s crucial to claim your position
in the TNT Global Market as soon as possible. It’s FREE, and
swift action is essential!

ALL Clubshop VIP should inform and help ALL their existing
Clubshop Members (referred to as Shoppers from now on) that
they need to click on the button displayed on their Clubshop
dashboard  to  claim  their  FREE  position  in  the  TNT  Global
Market  promptly.  This  action  is  necessary  to  avoid  being
surpassed by others who might act more swiftly.

The  earlier  Shoppers  click  the  button  to  secure  their
position, the larger the starting market they could enjoy,
thanks to others claiming their FREE TNT Position afterward.

Once a Shopper claims their TNT position, they exit the Big
Pool, and their Original Sponsor’s Line Builder assigns them
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the first available position in one of their six vertical line
branches.

Simultaneously, all incoming new Shoppers will start occupying
the  first  available  FREE  positions  within  their  original
sponsor’s Global Market. This Global Market consists of all
the Shoppers added by both upline and downline Shoppers.

Consequently,  the  monthly  growth  rate  of  every  Shopper’s
Global Market can be exceptionally high for everyone involved.

Stand-By to Active Shopper Status: Earn your right
to earn on your TNT Global Market.
Every new month, all Shoppers initially enter a “Stand-by
status” until they make at least one purchase in any store
within the Clubshop Mall, whether online or offline.

Following this rule, you transition into an “Active” shopper
for a given month when you purchase at any of the Clubshop
Mall’s retailers, and the retailer confirms that purchase.

Purchases  made  at  the  Clubshop  Outlet  can  be  credited
instantly,  provided  they  are  completed  correctly.

This  differs  from  purchases  made  at  other  Clubshop  Mall
stores, which Clubshop may not have direct control over.

Inactive Shopper Status.
You will be categorized as an “Inactive Shopper” if you remain
in “Stand-by” status for more than 3 months, indicating that
you haven’t made any qualifying purchases during that time.

As an inactive Shopper, you forfeit your position in the TNT
Global  Market  and  are  instead  placed  into  your  Original
Sponsor’s Big Pool.

Once in the Big Pool, you have the option to claim a TNT
Position  again,  but  you’ll  essentially  be  starting  from



scratch, and your entire Market will need to be rebuilt.

You can also regain your Active Shopper status at any time by
making at least one qualifying purchase of any kind.


